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Activities Report
As of July 21st
by Bruce Easley

  !#

Jayne and I just returned from a 10-day tour of upper state New York, during which we visited the Adirondack area
as well as Seneca finger lake and Watkins Glen. Not surprisingly, we saw several MGBs while at Watkins Glen (I
even did a shout out for MGs). We also hiked the Watkins Glen Gorge trail which include some amazing geology
and scenery, and is worth the time in case you ever get there. SO, that’s why we missed the tour to Dwight
Schaubach’s restoration shop (darn it!); I look forward to hearing and reading about how that went.
Our meeting venues are set for the remainder of the year with the exception of the December party, which is still
open for volunteers. Saturday August 6 we meet at the home of Jennifer & Mike Ash on the Eastern Shore at 11:30.
A rumor has it that overnight accommodations might be made for the right price such as four figures or a car swap.
Cynthia Faschini and Andy Wallach will host us on September 7; we join the Olcheski’s at their home October 4 and
we meet at the Davidoski’s on November 2.
The Annual TRAACA Swap Meet was at Nansemond Academy on July 23. But you still have time to sign up for the
upcoming Fall Tour slated for September 22-25, organized by Bob McKenna.
I have contacted the Hanover Tavern/ Virginia Repertory Theatre to try to set up a drive to a show there this Fall,
which had been somewhat of a tradition. They are “back in business” after being closed for Covid, but their Fall
schedule has not been finalized, so we will plan a visit there when we hear back from them.

2023 is the 50 year anniversary of TMGCCC! Long may we wave!! Suggestions for celebration are
solicited!
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Heading for the Hills
By Alan & Beckey Watson (and Morrison, our ’72
MGB)

For many years a visit to see Frank Lloyd
Wright’s Fallingwater has been on our bucket
list, so this year we set out to cross this off of
our list. Not only were we looking forward to
visiting the house, it was the perfect time of
year to take the MG hill-climbing in
Pennsylvania. We mapped out a back roads
route to our lodging that excluded all
interstates. We set off on a Monday morning
in June.
From our home in Beaverdam we drove west
in our top-down ’72 MGB through Bumpass
and picked up Rt. 522N near Lake Anna. We
stayed on 522 for 112 miles with our first stop
at the Visitor’s Center in Culpeper. It’s an
active Amtrak station, picturesque, and most
importantly on a long drive, has clean
restrooms.
We drove on to Front Royal for lunch, then passed
through Winchester and picked up Rt. 127 to
take us into West Virginia. Following the winding back
roads, we traveled over a one lane
bridge, left West Virginia at Paw Paw, and crossed into
Maryland near the Paw Paw Tunnel. This tunnel was
built by the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal Company in the
1800’s through 3,000 feet of shale. We hoped to walk
the towpath (with a flashlight!), but it’s currently closed for maintenance.
We then followed Rt. 51 along the winding Potomac River to
Cumberland, Maryland. In Cumberland we briefly drove on
US-40, the Main Street of America. US-40 was built in 1926
and was one of the first highways to cross the United States,
starting in Atlantic City, New Jersey and ending in San
Francisco, California.
Leaving Cumberland, we crossed into Pennsylvania and got our first glimpse of the alien-looking wind
turbines. There are 27 wind farms that generate electrical power for hundreds of thousands of homes. Our
LBC did an amazing job scaling the Allegheny Mountains and coming down the other side too. Wheeee! No
problem with the calipers this trip! We had traveled 245 miles of pure backroad bliss in just over 6 hours, including a
leisurely lunch stop.
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We stayed at Oak Lodge B&B in the Laurel Highlands
area, where we had our own little luxury cabin tucked
in the woods – gas fireplace for chilly evenings, spa-like
bathroom with heated tile floors; kitchenette,
king-size bed (with a pillow that said, “Cabin Sweet
Cabin”) and screened porch with rocking chairs. An
iHome Docking station provided all the technology
needed for WiFi, streaming, and music, but we much
preferred listening to the birds.
For dinner, we traveled just a few miles to Ligonier
(pronounced “lig-a-NEAR” as we were corrected many
times), where we didn’t have the necessary dime for
the parking meter to park in town. A local policeman
came over to see the ‘B and chat, and assured us that
the meter maid had gone home, and he wouldn’t write us a ticket.
The breakfast part of the B&B was amazing. Outdoor seating with
cloth napkins, and several courses of fresh fruit, yogurt with
homemade granola, a pot of coffee, and rotating breakfast entrees each
day.
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The next morning, we had the top down for the thirty
minute drive through the Laurel Highlands to our
reserved ticket time to visit Frank Lloyd Wright’s
architectural masterpiece Fallingwater. It was worth
the trip! It helped that we had nice weather and a
knowledgeable and pleasant guide. We were
surprised by the many interior solutions/inventions,
such as removable dining room cabinet doors that
serve as leaf inserts to extend the dining room table,
and a corner window that opens into the room
through a cut-out area of a desk. There were over 800
pieces of art in the house, including original paintings
by Picasso and Monet just hanging on the wall, no
labels, glass enclosures, or alarms. And the exhibit
with photographs and interviews from the 1930’s
showed how the house was planned and built. We
capped off the day with a drive to Ohiopyle State Park
for a walk around and to see the rapids of the
Youghiogheny River.
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 The next day we dialed it back, spending time wandering the grounds and

amenities of Oak Lodge, after another wonderful breakfast by Chef John. We drove back to the town of Ligonier
to stroll through the shops of the small town, and had lunch at the Ligonier Creamery. Yes,
lunch was ice-cream. Mid-afternoon we picked up a couple of pizzas and headed back to our
cabin for the evening as a gentle rain started.
Then it was time to come home, and after another of Chef John’s wonderful homemade
breakfasts, we packed up our LBC and started the drive back. We reversed the way we came
but added the mandatory visit to the Virginia Farm Market in Winchester. It was a favorite stop
for our family on the many trips we took from Virginia Beach to Cleveland. We had lunch again
in Front Royal, and were home in time for dinner. That night we had three happy campers as
we relaxed – Alan, Beckey, and our little MGB, who was quite pleased too, after driving 623
miles without a hitch and showing lots of modern cars how to get up mountains quickly!
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West Virginia and Back – Another MGBGT Adventure!
by Terry and Susan Bond

The Antique Automobile Club of America (AACA) often provides us with additional opportunities
to exercise the MGs. One of those road-trips we actually had circled on our calendar for a
couple of years – the Nationals in Beckley, West Virginia. It was postponed (like a lot of other
things) during the height of the recent pandemic. This year, everyone was determined to make
sure it happened as originally planned.
After some much needed preparation to show the car (written about in a separate “tech” article),
we departed on Wednesday before the weekend show. Our trip was in 95 degree summer heat
so we opted for cooler back-roads through the mountains, and allowed enough time to make it
more relaxing. The time allotted for frequent ice-tea, air conditioning, and bathroom breaks was
good planning.
Once we said farewell to the Tidewater traffic and headed out on Rt 460 it seemed like the
temperature dropped a few degrees. Perhaps it was just the lack of exhaust fumes from the
oversized trucks on 64 and 58.
After a stop at Virginia Diner for
an early lunch and a break in
air-conditioned comfort, we
turned onto RT 40 headed to
Blackstone. The temps dropped
another 10 degrees as we
began to encounter more
shaded roads and a nice
breeze.
The antique mall in Blackstone
gave us another chance to cool
off and stretch our legs a bit. The car and occupants were doing well and there happened to be
a convenient cold-drink stop when needed. We even took an ice-cream break along the way.
Route 15 led us through the geographic center of Virginia at the small cross-roads of Dillwyn
where one of my favorite old abandoned gas stations still stands. Watch out though as we’ve
often seen the local sheriff parked in the tall weeds behind the station aiming his radar towards
oncoming traffic. We waved as we passed, well under the legal speed limit.
We eventually found our way to Rt 60 – a winding back road through the mountains. The temps
seemed to drop yet another ten degrees as we drove almost completely through tree shaded
roads along the way..
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Sue and the MGBGT did a fantastic job straightening out those mountain roads where 20 MPH
switchbacks were easily taken at 35. The car handled like it was supposed to and climbed nicely.
The temp gauge climbed only slightly above Normal (whatever that is) in the steepest part of the
hills. 

Notice the background is a blur as Susan straightens out a
country road!
If you’ve traveled Rt 60 before you know it was made for MGs! There are quite a few
switchbacks that seem to run together, one after another. We had the car packed well and
nothing shifted except for the navigator – it was not easy trying to take pictures sometimes so I
just tried to concentrate on my main assignment trying to take pictures, sometimes close-ups of
rocks and guard rails! Like the ride operators at Busch Gardens say - keep your hands inside the
vehicle!
The climb up and down again was a pleasure We never encountered slower moving traffic and
never another vehicle trying to pass. The MGB set the pace all day.
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By the time we finally caught the down-hill side we were getting hungry, so a wonderful Italian dinner was
in order near the small town of Amherst. The MG drew a lot of attention parked out front.
My navigation skills proved a little lacking as we wandered around Lexington looking for our planned
overnight stop, but we found an antique shop instead – actually two of them. We had not allowed much
extra room in the car but still managed to squeeze in a couple of small items. We eventually found our
motel, enjoyed a nice meal and some air conditioning and rested well. The MGB was happy!
The next morning we departed and continued on until about lunch-time, then decided to complete the
journey by interstate so we could get into Beckley in good time for their scheduled Thursday evening
reception. That last leg of interstate driving was only about
35 miles but it was a good reminder that we had done the
right thing and avoided the heavy traffic and enjoyed the
cool of the shaded mountain roads earlier. It was brutally
hot! The long slow climb was miserable, but we pressed
on. The MGB performed admirably, passing shower
moving vehicles. We watched the temp gauge climb a bit
but there was never a concern while we passed more
modern vehicles on the side of the road with hoods open
waiting to cool off.
The hub of activities was at Tamarac – the West Virginia
Visitors Center along Rt 64. If you’ve never visited, it’s a
great stop. The large circular building is a cultural and craft
center featuring local art and crafts, music, art galleries, and
local products for sale. For us, a big draw is the cafeteria. It
is the training center for chefs at the nearby Greenbrier
resort. Gourmet meals can be bought there at burger-joint
prices. We even explored some back roads in the area and found a covered bridge.
We had some time available to explore more of the Beckley area including a Coal-Mining exposition and
museum with a railcar ride through a cool coal mine. Yes, it was almost jacket temps inside! We also
toured a historic home and even found another antique shop. Friday afternoon we explored the New River
Gorge and attended an outdoor play – The Hatfields and the McCoys! Very well done and very
appropriate for the setting.
The Saturday car-show itself was on downtown Beckley streets.
Over 150 cars gathered, ranging in age from the teens through the
muscle car era. The GT received an AACA Senior Car Preservation
Award. It took a little cleaning to remove some bug splatters and
road grime, but it still looked pretty nice after all the miles we’ve
driven it since 2006 when its maiden voyage took us through those
same mountains to Gatlinburg, TN.
The MG has previously won AACA First Place awards and is what is
known as a “Senior” award winning car. At these events, provided it
scores a minimum number of points in judging, it will qualify to
receive a “Preservation Award.” That award is actually a small tag
that fits onto a larger board, specially engraved for this car and its
proud owner. Susan now has 11 Preservation Awards having been
shown in that many AACA National shows since receiving its Senior
Award. It has been driven to all of them!
!(%!(.,",-.%%2 '"+,-.+'-4
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The MGBGT showing off on the city streets of Beckley, West Virginia.

A cold front had swept through the area later on Thursday so the temps for the Saturday show
and the Sunday ride home were cool and pleasant. We drove straight home on Sunday, with a
little more interstate time on this leg of the journey. Still, Sue could not resist the opportunity to
“unravel” all those twisty-turny roads she straightened out earlier in the week, and we backtracked again; along Rt 60. We even had time for one last stop at a previously undiscovered
antique shop where Susan managed to squeeze in two one-gallon pails for her garden at home.
If we’d tied them to the back bumper it would have looked like the Beverly Hillbillies going through
the mountains.
We arrived home at a reasonable time, and when we put “Stanley” (our MGBGT) to bed for the
night I believe he smiled at us in thanks for taking such good care of him and providing the
chance to stretch his legs and show off a bit. What a great car! What a great trip!
Notice the smile on her face as she receives her Preservation Award!

Susan receiving her AACA Preservation Award from AACA Executive Vice President Fred Trusty.
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